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ABSTRACT

This report is concerned with the development of a prototy
combat model based on the concept of battle decomposition. The
main sources of data were armour/anti-armour combat trials held
in Europe and the USA. A review of some relevant results obtained
by the authors in a previous related study is presented along
with the results of some new data analysis concerning force
activity levels and the distribution of firing activity among
individual weapon systems. Attrition methodologies appropriate to
the resolution of few-on-few combat are discussed and two such
methods which have been incorporated in the model are examined in
detail. The report goes on to look at the structure of the model
in relation to the structure of battle. Finally, some ways of
extending the scope of the model are suggested and
recommendations are made regarding the simplification of data
input and the potential applicability of parallel processing
technology.
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INTRODUCTION & SUMWRY

1.1

The primary
objective of this work has been to build a
combat model based on an alternative approach to the
traditional simulations and Lanchester-type models.
The
approach in question involves modelling the decomposition of
a main battle into a number of smaller firefights and then
resolving the attrition in each of those firefights.

1.2

A further objective has been to better understand the
relevant processes involved in the decomposition and to try
and find relationships between what can broadly be described
as battle input and output variables.

1.3

The chief assumption underlying the approach taken here was
first
postulated by Payne (A].
Specifically that in the
course of a medium or large-scale battle,
many largely
independent, small-scale engagements (or minibattles) will
occur - some in parallel, i.e. overlapping in time, and some
in series with the survivors from earlier minibattles being
funnelled into one of several future minibattles.
This
assumption was corroborated by the work of Rowland at DOAE
[B).

1.4

It
is this assumption that frees us from having to consider
every possible interaction between opposing weapon systems
and transforms the attrition process from one involving a
single battle between two large forces fighting over a
lengthy time period into one involving several small
firefights, each lasting for only a short time interval.

Previous WoIk
1.5

This work follows on directly from a study which was aimed
of modelling
at investigating the general feasibility

--

I

combat in this way (C]. That study (and this one) made
extensive use of data from armour/anti-armour combat trials
held in Europe and the USA. Many of these trial
scenarios
were decomposed using a set of rules and assumptions about
the nature of minibattles. Once decomposed, various features
of their constituent minibattles were examined such as force
sizes, force ratios, durations, etc. Some of these features
fitted well-known statistical
distributions very well and
this was later utilised in the model. Trying to equate the
parameters of these distributions with physical scenario
parameters, however, proved much more difficult. Indeed, it
is hard to see how this can be accomplished without much
more information regarding the terrain and deployments being
made available as well as similar information from other
trials
being conducted over different terrain types and with
a variety of force ratios.
1.6

Some of the results of the data analysis from the previous
study which have been used in the prototype model are
presented in Chapter 2.

Data Analysis
1.7

As part of the study, some further analysis of combat trials
data was carried out.
Of particular interest were the
activity levels cf the individual weapon systems on each
side and also the variation in the total activity of each
side during the battle.

1.8 The activity levels of individual weapon systems were well
fitted by statistical distributions. Furthermore, the study
of variation in total force activity with time through the
battle produced interesting statistics on force utilisation.
These results are presented in Chapter 3.
Attrition Methodologies
1.9

A means of resolving attrition is an obvious requirement for
any model of combat. Different model structures, however,
are likely to require different attrition
methodologies.
Methods generally deemed suitable for medium-scale
engagements involving hundreds of weapon systems may be
completely unsuitable for small-scale engagements involving
only a handful of weapon systems. Some work in this field
has recently been completed by Choi (D]. Since the prototype
model that has been developed resolves attrition
at the
minibattle
level,
force-on-force
type models are
inappropriate.

2
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1

1.10 An existing one-on-one stochastic duel model - 'MATADOR' has been modified and included in the prototype model in its
simulation form as an attrition
routine for such
minibattles.
The possible use of other stochastic duel
models will also be discussed - particularly
in
a
pre-processing role.
1.11

In addition an attrition
routine
based on generating
inter-kill
times has been developed and is
currently
incorporated in the prototype model as the means of
resolving attrition in all but the one-on-one minibattles. A
detailed account of how this routine works is given in
Chapter 4 where the issue of attrition is discussed further.

Model Description
1.12 The prototype model that has been developed attempts to give
the main battle under consideration a more explicit
structure than is
normally the case with other combat
models. That is not to say that these other models do not
contain or impose their own structure on the battle but
simaply that those which do generally do so in a more
implicit way. Moreover, it cannot yet be argued that the
structure presented here results in a better or more
realistic
model.
It
may be that some quite different
structure is preferable or that different structures are
required to model different kinds of battles even at the
same level.
At the very least,
however,
the structure
presented here provides a framework in which to discuss the
relevant issues related to battle decomposition.
1.13 The model decomposes a main battle into two lower levels.
The first
level is made up of a number of sub-battles
although if the battle is of a fairly low level e.g. Company
versus Platoon, there may only be one such sub-battle. These
sub-battles reflect the terrain, force deployments and the
commanders' high-level decisions.
1.14 The second level consists of a number of minibattles - some
taking place in parallel and some taking place in series.
The minibattles are the result of statistically decomposing
the sub-battles using the results from earlier
data
analysis. The sub-battles are first
split
into a series of
time frames and a number of independent minibattles then
take place within each time frame. Destroyed weapon systems
are removed from further consideration and the survivors are
free to be sampled again in some future minibattle. A fuller
description of how the decomposition process is modelled is
given in Chapter 5.

3
-
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introduction
2.1

This chapter presents a summary of some of the results
obtained in the preceding study [C] which have been used in
the prototype model in some way. In that study, using a set
of rules and assumptions about the nature of minibattles,
several combat trials
were examined and decomposed into
sequences of minibattles. The resultant minibattles were
then analysed for clues as to how they might be modelled,
and some important minibattle characteristics were derived.

2.2

The combat trials
data came from two sets
of
armour/anti-armour trials
held in Europe and the USA. The
European trials
were part of the Chinese Eye series while
the American trials
were part of the ARCOMS series.

rules Used to Xdentifv__M..battJqg
2.3

The set of rules used to define the minibattles consisted of
the following :
a) Only weapons which are firing or being
included in the force ratio for a minibattle.
starts with the first
trigger pull.

fired at are
An engagement

b) An engagement ends when either one side is annihilated or
a period of one minute or longer elapses without a trigger
pull, or new weapons join the minibattle (see Rules c & d).
c) If
a weapon,
which is not involved in
any other
minibattle, joins a minibattle less than two minutes after
the start of that engagement, then it is counted as part of
that minibattle. If,
however, it joined in more than two
minutes after the start
of the engagement,
then a new
minibattle is started.
d) If a weapon which is already involved in one minibattle
becomes involved in another, then the two minibattles are
amalgamated as one new miniLattle.

4i
Iii

Force Ratius in Minibattles
2.4

Applying these rules to seventeen
ARCOMS trials
and
ten
Chinese Eye trials
resulted in the following
statistics
regarding the force ratios in minibattles. Here, the force
ratio has been defined as the ratio of attackers to
defenders taking part in the engagement ie.
firing or being
fired at.

Force Ratio Statistics - Chinese Eye
battle
4
5
6
7
8
12
13
14
18
19

minibattles
29
19
23
22
26
26
8
14
38
50

mean

mode

median

variance

standard
deviation

1.42
2.29
1.04
1.79
1.79
2.41
2.63
2.14
1.64

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1

1
2
1
1.5
1.5
2
2
2
1

0.68
2.23
0.26
0.91
1.61
2.92
3.41
1.36
1.45

1.65

0.83
1.49
0.51
0.95
1.27
1.71
1.85
1.17
1.20

1

1

1.14

1.07

Table 2.1

Force Ratio Statistics - ARCOMS
battle

minibattles

mean

mode

median

variance

standard
deviation

11
12

26
7

1.71
1.04

1
1

1
1

1.67
0.28

1.29
0.53

13
14
15

17
20
21

1.63
1.13
1.43

1
1
1

2
1
1

0.55
0.44
0.54

0.74
0.66
0.73

16

26

1.59

1

1

1.25

17

1.12

18

1.61

2

1.5

0.67

0.82

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

18
20
23
24
14
17
16
37
21
16

1.19
1.50
1.35
2.01
1.1B
1.99
1.42
1.61
1.24
1.55

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1.5
1
1

0.32
1.11
0.35
1.45
0.24
1.05
0.49
0.71
0.47
1.33

0.57
1.05
0.59
1.20
0.49
1.03
0.70
0.84
0.69
1.15

Table 2.2
2.5

The overall mean minibattle force ratio
(defined as the
ratio of attackers to defenders) for the Chinese Ile trials
was 1.78 with a standard deviation of 1.24.
The
corresponding figures for the ARCOMS trials
were 1.50 and
0.92.

2.6

Guided by the work of Rowland [B], an attempt was made to
relate the mean minibattle force ratio in a battle to the
mean separation of defending weapon systems.

2.7

Rowland pointed out that the relationship between density of
forces and mean local odds was strongly influenced by
phenomena which lie described as lateral division of defence
and longitudinal division of attack. The former occurs when
the attack is concentrated at a particular point - usually
on a flank - and the defending force is divided by an
obstacle or terrain feature. This results in a fraction of
the defending force being unable to engage the attacking
units and a rise in the local force ratio. The latter occurs
when the attacking force is engaged while advancing across a
series of transverse ridges and leads to a reduction in the
local force ratio.

I

Fm

mlI
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•
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Force Sizes in Minibattles
2.8

In
addition to examining the force ratios in minibattles,
the individual %orce sizes of attackers and defenders making
up the minibattles were also studied. It was found that the
distributions of attacker (red) and defender (blue) force
sizes both followed negative binomial distributions. In most
cases,
in fact,
they followed the special case of the
geometric distribution.

2.9

The negative
binomial distribution
distribution with probabilities given by:
prob(j)

pk(l-p)J

j

; j

is

=

a

discrete

0,1,2,...

where j is the discrete random variable, k is a distribution
parameter known as the 'No.
of successes'
anu p is a
distribution parameter known as the 'event probability'.
2.10 The geometric distribution occurs when k=l and its
probabilities are therefore given by :
prob(j)

set of

= p(l-p)j ; j = 0,1,2 ....

2.11 Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show the distributions of red and blue
force sizes, respectively, in minibattles from the Chinese
Eye trials.
Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show the corresponding
distributions from the ARCOMS series of trials.
The
histograms represent the observed frequencies of force sizes
while the overlaid curves represent the expected frequencies
given by the geometric distribution. The parameters of the
geometric distributions were estimated from the sample data
and the goodness of fit
was confirmed in each case by
chi-squared tests.
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2.12

It
i3 evident,
then,
that the majority of minibattles
Table 2.3
involve only small numbers of weapon systems.
shows the frequency of occurrence of small minibattles where
we have defined 'small' as being up to two weapon systems on
either side.

Frequency of Occurrence of Small Minibattles
Chinese Eve

ARCOMS

1 on 1

35

32.5

2 on 1

22

16

2on2

4

Total

7.5

61

56
Table 2.3

Conditional Force Size Distributions
2.13

It
was also found that the size of the red force in
minibattles was conditional on the size of the blue force
and vice versa. Examining the frequencies of red force sizes
in minibattles with the same blue force size showed that the
conditional red force size also followed the negative
binomial distribution but that the parameters of the
distribution changed as the value of the blue force size
considered increased.
Figure 2.5 contains a histogram
showing the distribution of red force sizes in all of the
Chinese Eye minibattles with a blue force size of one.
Figure 2.6 contains a similar histogram for a blue force
size of two.
Plots of the corresponding geometric
distributions have again been overlaid and chi-squared tests
can confirm the goodness of fit.
Similar results were
produced for a blue force size of three but for higher
values, there were too few minibattles to provide a large
enough statistical
sample. Clearly, however, as the blue
force size in a minibattle increases, so does the mean value
of the conditional red force size distribution.
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Minibattle Durations
2.14 There was some variation in the mean duration of minibattles
from scenario to scenario which was only to be expected
since there were variations in terrain,
visibility
and
deployments in all of the scenarios which clearly affect the
mean exposure durations. Nonetheless, minibattle durations
appear to follow negative exponential distributions.
2.15 No significant trend in minibattle duration as a function of
battle time was apparent.
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Introduction
3.1 The results presented here were obtained by analysing data
from the ARCOMS series of armoured combat trials
held at
Fort Hood, Texas. A total of twenty-four separate battles
were studied.
3.2

An area of particular interest was the distribution of
firing activity among weapon systems, in terms of both how
the involvement of individual weapon systems was distributed
and how the level of total activity displayed by each side
varied as the battle progressed.

Definitions of Activity
3.3

The level of activity or involvement that a weapon system
displays during a battle can be defined in more than one
way. A very strict
definition might only include the time
spent engaging enemy weapons i.e. the time spent firing and
preparing to fare.
A less strict
definition might also
include the time spent trying to detect an enemy weapon at
which to fire. Less strict
still,
if it is really •he level
of a weapon system's involvement in a battle that is of
interest then surely the time that a weapon spends under
attack, i.e. being fired at, must be included as wzll.
Consequently, we have two different types of involvement (or
activity) %-hich are defined as follows.
a)
is

aggressive activity, where the weapon system in
firing or preparing to fire

question

b) passive activity, where the weapon system in question is
simply a target i.e. it is being engaged by an enemy weapon
but is not firing itself.
3.4

H
_

_

_

Naturally, the case will often arise where a weapon system
is both firing and coming under fire at the same time. For
our purposes, however, such a situation has been included in
the category of aggressive activity.

..
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Whole Force Activity Levels
3.5

Having now defined what is
meant by activity, Figure 3.1
shows the variations in the mean number of weapon systems on
each side involved in aggressive activity as functions of
elapsed battle time.
These figures,
and all the other
figures presented here unless otherwise stated, have been
averaged over the twenty-four separate battles.
No. of Weapon! Firing
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Figure 3.1
3.6

In order to find comparable results from each of the battles
analysed, the fact that each battle lasted for a different
length of time had to be taken into account.
This was
achieved by splitting each battle up into ten time zones
covering the entire battle from first
shot to last. Within
each battle,
the time zones are of equal length but
obviously this length varies from battle to battle. Hence,
the X-axis on the above graph shows elapsed battle time as a
percentage rather than as an explicit time.

3.7

The graph shows the number of weapon systems involved in
aggressive activity as a percentage of the total number
available at that time je. for each time zone, the number of

ýl

U
;

14

" "

iI

-.

V

weapons firing at least one shot in that time zone was
recorded for each battle and these numbers were then summed
over all the battles and divided by the total number of
survivors in that time zone to give the values displayed.
3.8

In order to resolve queries concerning the proportion of
available time that is actually spent engaging tne enemy at
various stages of a battle, Figure 3.2 shows the fraction of
total time spent in the aggressively active state as a
function of elapsed battle time. These results take into
account the lengths of engagement sequences unlike those in
Figure 3.1 which treat all firing events occurring in the
same time zone the same regardless of their length. Like
Figure 3.1, Figure 3.2 also takes account of the varying
time
number of survivors when calculating the total
available for action in each of the time zones.
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3.9

Figure 3.3 shown below
corresponds to Figure 3.! in that
the values plotted are the numbers of weapons actively
involved as proportions of the total number of weapons
available in each time zone. However,
the definition of
activity has now been broadened to include passive activity
as previously defined ie.
the time spent being shot at
without returning
fire.
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3.10 Likewise,
Figure 3.4
corresponds to Figure 3.2 in that the
values plotted show the time spent in an active state as a
proportion of the total time available in each time zone buiagain the definition of activity has been changed to include
passive activity as well.
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ActjvLtV Times of Individual. Weapon Systems
3.11 Now turning our attention to the total time spent in an
active state by an individual weapon system during a battle,
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show the distributions of the total time
in seconds that individual weapon systems spent aggressively
involved in a battle. Figure 3.5 corresponds to attacking
forces and Figure 3.6 to defending forces.
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2.12 The
distribution
of time
spent in to thefollow
aggressive
state by
individual
attackers
appeared
the
negative
exponential distribution with a mean of 115 seconds. The
defenders' time distribution, however, seemed to follow the
two-stage
Erlang
distribution
with

a

mean

of

297

Overlaid
plots
these probability
distributions
the
graphs
for of
comparison.
The chi-squared
tests
Tables 3.1 and 3.2 confirt m the goodness
these distributions at the 5% level.
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CMsquare Test
Expected
Freiency

Observed
Frequencj

Lower
Limit

Upper
Limit

at or below
60.00
120.00
120.00
240.00
300.00
360.00
420.00

:20.00
130.30
240. 00
300.00
360.30
420.00
480.00

7

3.05294±0
2.3680940
.?558438
.4002797
.3000733
1.15±4597
1.1385230
1i
.8385161

480.00

540.00

1

5

3.4379072

540.00
660.00

660.00

5
7

6
6

h3±48986
.3393313

14.3773

1 h 9 d.i'

Sig. level

above
.:h7iuare

;0,;0

93
59
42
30
21
t5

67
72
48
33
21
19
7
5

Chisquare

0. 109504

Table 3.1

.(.I A('ire Nat
Lower
Limit

Upper

Observed

EApe.:td

Li,,u t

Frequencv

Frequenmcv

a4 or beioa
45.4T

45.45
90?1

14

1

?u.3
:36.36

:36,36

20

2

i31.32

22

:

2
21.62

227.27
272.7?

:

,
.3
318.!i
.
363.64

3 '3,-

.7

ThJ.54

4:3. '9

:

409.9,]

434,•5

".,5

454.55

503.%,

%3.0.6

530,?1

227.2.

above
*h i•-areP

3

:.

1.667

.42534
13 2.

128

1,43370
,50913

-••:...:

1,9319•
3

11

1th 11 d. f

,345:1
,24572
',54:65

,557±3

!2

7

681.32

I7.64S9

5

4

z.suar*

level
9.Big.

.7•

.0094

Table 3 .2
3.13

Broadening our definition of activity again to include
aggressive and passive activity, Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show
the new distributions that rcsult. Figure 3.7 corresponds to
attackers and Figure 3.8 to defenders.
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V1

TVe distribution of time spent either aggressively
p, £sively active by attackers was still
approximated by
negative exponential distribution - this time with a mean
187 seconds. The new results for the defenders, howe
were now fitted
by a three-stage Erlang distribut
reflecting the generally greater level of involvem
expected. The mean value this time was 430 seconds. Agq
overlaid rlots of these probability distribution= appea
the graphs for comparison and the corresponding chi-squ•
tests are shown in Tables 3.3 and 3.4. They confirm
goodness of fit of these distributions to the results at
5% significance level.
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Cbsquare Test
Lower

Upper

0bserved

Expected

Limit

Limit

Frequency

Frequency

it or below
55.56

55.56
ii1.lt

35
I1

111.11
166.67
222.22
277.78
333.33
383.89
444.44
500.00
555.56
611.!!
?22.2ý

166.67
222.22
277.78
333.33
388.89
444.44
500.00
535.56
611.11
722.22

66
60
37
28
21
12
8
5
3
6
7

i7oe

16,637 wlth iI d.f.

ChISquare

311. level

110
S2

61
45
34
25
19
14
I0
3
6
7

ChiE-uare
5.300
L.002

.432
4.M23
.345
.371
.326
.229
.437
.391
1.241
.236
.447
.

0,1±.03•2

4

Table 3.3

Chisquare Test

above

Lower
Limit

OpFer
Limit

at or below
136.36
204.55
272.73
340.91
409.09
477.27
545.45
613.64
681.82
750.00
886.36

136.36
204.55
272.73
340.91
409.03
417.27
!45.45
613.64
681.82
?50,00
986.36

Chisquare

10.3859 with 9 d.f,
1

Observed
Frequencv

Exp•ctwd
Frequencv

10
16
24
20
8
14
9
12
6
iO
10
$19. level

10
15
18
19
17
15
12
10
8
6
a
8

Chiquare
.01487
.10889
2.01i03
.1i908
4.93303
.06161
.?2673
.447S2
36942
.00460
.,9684

.59201

0,320150

Table 3.4
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ATTRITION METHODOLOGIES

An Inter-Kill Time Based Modal
4.1

Many combat models, particularly the simulation type models,
work by generating values for a host of physical variables
"such as time until detection, time for the next shot to
land, etc. These values are usually generated by random
Similarly,
the
sampling from appropriate distributions.
resolution of chance events such as the outcomb of a shot
achieved with the aid of
being fired at a target is
pseudo-random numbers. The larger the number of physical
variables which need to have random values generated for
them and the more chance events which need to be resolveC,
the slower the model becomes.

4.2

that the most
fair to say,
however,
It
is probably
significant events for most purposes are the kills.
designing a combat model which generates
Consequently,
inter-kill times directly rather than one which generates a
variety of other times and then seeks to manipulate these,
is likely to result in a faster model. Furthermore, much of
be incorporated
the detail of the other models could still
in an inter-kkill time (IKT) based model by taking proper
account of the components contributing to the times between
successive kills for individual weapon systems.

4.3

Given the requirement for a fast attrition
routine to
resolve few-on-few combat, it was decided to build one based
on the inter-kill time approach.

Notation
4.4

~i

In order to describe this attrition routine,
notation is introduced.

the following

: single shot kill probability for a blue weapon of
type i firing at a red weapon of type j
P"ji : single shot kill probability for a red weapon of type
j firing at a blue weapon of type i
Pij

: number of shots fired by an individual blue weapon
before killing its target

s
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I

SI

: number of shots fired by an individual red weapon
before killing its

n

parameter of the Erlang(n,v) distribution

v

: second parameter of the Erlang (n,v) distribution

mi

: detection rate of blue weapon type i

mI~j

: detection rate of red weapon type j

hI~j

: probability that a red weapon of type j detects a
blue weapon by firing signature from a single shot

fi

: firing rate of blue weapon type i

f'j
B

: firing rate of red weapon type j
t total number of blue weapon systems at battle start

R B

total number of red weapon systems at battle start

bi

: number of blue weapon systems of type i

rj

: number of red weapon systems of type j

Proced

tI

first

target

unre

4.5

A brief explanation of the procedure will now be given
before considering each of its aspects in turn.

4.6

The procedure works by generating a value of 'time until
next kill'
for each weapon system taking part in the
engagement.
obviously not all
of these kills
will be
realised as some weapon systems will be destroyed before
being able to carry out their kills
while others will find
the targets they were firing at destroyed sooner by other
weapon systems firing at the same targets. The next kill
is
achieved by the weapon system whose kill
will occur next
earliest in battle time.

4.7

As soon as a kill occurs, the destroyed weapon
is removed
from the battle and the kill
it was due to make no longer
takes place. The weapon system achieving the kill
and any
other weapon systems firing at the same target are then
allocated new targets and have completely new inter-Kill
times generated for them. The time that the kill
occurred
serves as the epoch from which these new inter-kill times
are considered. These weapons then have their new 'kill
due'
times calculated and compared with the still
valid 'kill
due' times of all of the other weapons. The earliest 'kill
due' time determines the next kill to take place and the
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whole process is
repeated again and again until some
terminating condition is finally reached. The terminati.ng
condition may consist of one side's annihilation or the
achievement of a pre-set level of casualties such as 50% or
the passage of a pre-set time limit.
4.8

In order to understand the procedure better it is necessary
to understand how the inter-kill times are generated.

Detection Times
4.9

two components - a
Each inter-kill time consists of
detection time and a firing time. First we
consider the
detection time.
A defending weapon system is generally
concealed and stationary while an attacking weapon system is
generally exposed and moving. This results in two different
detection processes. While defenders will be able to detect
attackers by their movement, attackers will only be able to
detect defenders by spotting their firing signatures. Hence,
for defenders a detection time can be generated by sampling
from the negative exponential distribution with a suitable
parameter as this is the standard method used for detection
by movement. The only problem that remains is in fixing the
size of the movement parameter.
Things are not so
straightforward when we consider the attackers, however.

4.10 An attacker of type j detects a defender firing a single
shot with probability h-. In a simulation, a random number
would be generated for each attacker trying to detect a
defender after every shot fired by a defender. If the random
number was less than hj, the detection event would occur,
otherwise it would fai . To adopt this approach, however,
would require the time of every firing event of every
defender to be recorded and not just the inter-kill
times.
Moreover, a large number of random numbers would have to be
generated
and compared with the shot detection
probabilities. Clearly if an IKT-based approach is to be
faster than a simulation it must avoid this level of detail
and find an aggregated way around the problem.
4.11 The aggregated approach that has been taken is
that the detection rate of an attacking weapon
type j is
equal to the product of its
shot
probability hj and the total firing rate of the
is.

to assume
system of
detection
defenders

M"j = hj Ebi fi
Obviously if there was only one type of defending
system, this would simplify to
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weapon

V

m"j

B f hj

The mean detection time of an attacking wepon system of type
J is then found by simply taking the reciprocal of m"j is.
Mean detection time -

i/m"j

-

i/(hj Zbi fi)

Detection times for attackers can then similarly be sampled
from the negative exponential distribution with m"j as the
parameter of the distribution.
Tar.et Allocation
4.12 Having now found a way of generating a detection time for
each weapon system, the next problem to consider is that of
target allocation, we shall only consider simple allocation
rules based on spreading fire as evenly as possible over the
enemy weapon systems. For the attacker, however, this may be
too simplistic as his detection of a target is dependent on
the firing rates of the defenders and if the defenders have
more than one type of weapon, each with a different firing
rate, this will obviously influence the probability that a
particular attacker will detect a particular defender. In
such cases then, an appropriate weighting could be given to
each type of defending weapon system such as

bi fi /Ebi

fi

,i-1,..,n

i
where there are n defending weapon types.
Fire would still
be spread evenly within each weapon type.

S~Firing

Times

4.13 Now
the second component of the inter-kill
time must be
considered - the firing time. Remember that this is not the
time it will take to fire just one shot but the time it will
take to fire as many shots as are necessary to kill
the
target. Consequently before a firing time can be generated
it is necessary to know the number of shots that will be
fired to achieva the kill.
4. .4

The value we are seeking is clearly an
discrete geometric distribution given by
p,

(l-p)p,

(l-p) 2 p,

integer from the

(l-p)n-l.

where p is the single shot kill probability.

L

I;2

.2

We can sample a suitable random value from this distribution
by firstly
generating a pseudo-random number r from the
uniform (0,1) interval.
The lowest value of s satisfying

will

be

.s P(I-,)n-1 > r
n=l
the correctly sampled number

of shots

fired to

Achieve the kill.
4.15 Now it is possible to generate the total firing time since
the distribution of the time to fire a single shot is known
and the number of shots that will be fired to achieve the
kill
is also known. The pdf of the Erlang (n,v) distribution
is given by :
f(t)

-

v(vt)n-I e-vt /

(n-l)!

Random variables from this distribution can be thought of as
being the sum of n random variables from the negative
exponential distribution with mean I/v. Hence the mean of
the Erlang distribution is n/v. This is the mean time taken
to fire a single shot. So if s shots are to be fired, either
ns random variables can be summed from the negative
exponential distribution with parameter v or s random
variables can be summed from the Erlang (n,v) distribution
or one random variable can be sampled from the Erlang (ns,v)
distribution.
4.16 Using the above methods, inter-kill times are generated as
required and the battle procueds until some terminating
condition is met. When used to model minibattles suitable
terminating conditions would be the annihilation of one side
or the passage of a pro-set time limit.
In this way a
relatively fast attrition routine can be obtained.

Stochastic Dual Mcdels
4.17 In recent years, much
research effort has been directed
towards finding analytic solutions to small-scale
engagements,
or duels.
This work was inspired Ly the
realisation that both the deterministic and stochastic forms
of the Lanchester equations were unsuitable for modelling
combat involving only small numbers of weapon systems [E].
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4.18 Prominent in this field has been the work of Ancker and
Gafarian and some of their colleagues who have so far
published analytic solutions for the one-against-one, the
two-against-one and the two-against-two duels [F,G,H]. One
of their main criticisms of the Lanchester-type models is
the inherent assumption that weapon systems' inter-firing
In the
times are distributed negative exponentially.
stochastic duel models, this is replaced by a more general
function.
4.19

There are three drawbacks to using
these particular
analytic
models in the prototype model developed. Two of
these are modelling issues while the third is a computing
problem. Firstly the analytic solutions which have been
derived assume that all inter-firing times are independent.
Given a scenario where the defender is concealed, however,
and the attacker therefore detects the defender by firing
signature,
the attacker's firing times would clearly be
dependent on the defenders'.
Secondly,
the engagement
sequence only ends when a breakpoint is reached defined by
the number of survivors remaining. There is no possibility
of the engagement being terminated due to line-of-sight
break. The third point in a practical one - namely, the
amount of computing time quoted for obtaining solutions to
the two-on-two duel.

4.20 This is not to say, however, that these particular models
could not have a role to play in modelling minibattles. If
they could be extended to incorporate a time limit as an
additional parameter and could also take some account of
firing dependence when one side is concealed,
then they
could be used directly as pre-processors. The larger the
number of different weapon types, however, the more cases
would have to be considered and the more time would have to
be spent pre-prouessing. similarly, the more variable input
parameters 1eg.
maximum time limit) included in the
calculations, the more cases there would be to consider for
every potential combination of weapon types.
4.21 Before becoming disheartened by this seeming proliferation
of pre-processing, however, it should be borne in mind that
this would be a one-off investment in computing time paying
dividends later
in the form of faster resolution of
attrition
in minibattles.
The main model could simply
reference look-up tables in a data file to obtain the set of
probabilities of all possible outcomes pertaining to the
minibattle undar consideration. These discrete probabilities
could then be used to sample the outcome of the minibattle.
4.22 Naturally, most of the input parameters considered in the
analytic solution are continuous variables. Consequently, it
would be necessary to choose a set of discrete values for
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each of these parameters for use in a series of analytic
solutions. Situations requiring intermediate values of these
parameters would then be resolved by interpolation. Care
would have to be taken to ensure that a large enough range
of values had been considered for each variable and that the
intervals between the discrete points chosen were small
enough to allow accurate interpolation. Should any value
arise falling outside the range considered for that
parameter, extrapolation of results should be avoided as it
is often dangerous. instead the range of that parameter for
which analytic results have been obtained should be enlarged
to include the new value.
4.23 The alternative to an analytic pre-processor is, of course,
a simulation-based pro-processor. Exactly the same procedure
would be gone through in terms of selecting sets of discrete
values to obtain initial
results from and then employing
interpolation. Likewise, the same procedure would be used to
sample the outcomes of minibattles from look-up tables in
the computer compiled by the pre-processor.
The only
difference would be in how the pre-processing was done.
Insead of running an analytic model once for each data set,
a simulalion model would have to be run thousands of times
for aacb data set. Given the small number of weapon systems
involved,
however,
the time factor should not prove
prohibitive. Indeed, it may not be that much slower than the
equivalent analytic model.

'Matador'
4.24

- A OneR-onQne Dul Mdel

'Matador' is a madel of the one-on-one duel
developed by
Wand [I,J]. It exists in both analytic and simulation forms
and the simulation version has been modified and
incorporated into the prototype model as an attrition
routine for one against one minibattles.

4.25 This attrition routine considers an engagement between two
weapon systems in terms of various key attributes which are
represented by a number of parameters describing the
detection time distributions,
the inter-firing
time
distribution:- and the single ahot kill
probabilities. An
engagement continues until one side is killed or a pre-set
time limit is reached. The time limit represents the ending
of a line-of-sight between the two weapon systems.
4.26 Results from running the simulation with the data set in
Table 4.1 are shown in
Figures 4.1 to 4.3. These show the
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effect that the minibattle duration has on the probabilities
of the various outcomes.
4.27 This data set is not
intended to be realistic and is used
for comparative purposes only. For each different value of
minibattle duration, 5000 replications of the model were
run.

Defender

Attacker

12s

100s

Mean time for ist shot to
land after detection

8s

los

Mean time for subsequent
shots to land

4s

5s

Probability of detecting
by firing signature

0.2

0.2

Single shot kill

0.2

0.2

4

4

Mean detection time

probability

Max. No. of shots fired
before jockeying

Table 4.1
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4.27

If
a large numhber of replications
were going to be
performed, then it would probably be worthwhile running the
analytic version of 'Matador'
as a pre-processor.
The
outcomes of the duels could then simply be sampled from
fixed probabilities of either side winning or of no win
occurring.
The main problem with this approach is
in
incorporating the maximum time parameter representing
line-of-sight break in the analytic formulation.
While
possible, the analytic model does not yet exist in this
form. As stated before, however, pre-processing could still
y!
be undertaken with simulation models although these would
need to be run thousands of times for each data set in order
to generate reliable figures for sampling.
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OUTLINE DESCRIPTIQX OF THE PROTOTYPE MODEn

Introduction
5.1 The prototype model that has been developed is intended for
use up to the level of attacking regiment versus defending
battlegroup, Detailed data at this level of combat was not
available, however, and the data analysis which has been
performed involved combat at lower levels.
5.2

The model decomposes a main battle into two lower levels
(assuming that the battle is large enough.) The first
of
these levels is
made up of what have been termed
'sub-battles'
while the second level consists of a number
of minibattles.
Both of these concepts are defined and
discussed below.

5.3 Fairly
detailed
scenario data are required
in order for
the model to run and these data are read from input files
created beforehand by the user running set-up programs.
5.4

The model is written in FORTRAN 77 and should be able to run
on any IBM compatible PC.

Sub-Battlea
5.5

A sub-battle is essentially a component of the main battle
comprising a number of engagements within an identifiable
and predictable area over a predictable time period. The
number,
size and nature of these sub-battles as well as
their locations (both spatially and temporally) are mainly
the result of high-level factors such as the positions taken
up by the defenders, the axes of advance selected by the
attackers, the terrain being fought over and the tactics
e.ployed by either side. It is evident that many of these
factors can be grouped together under the heading of
'command decisions' and it is asserted, therefore, that the
first
level decomposition of the battle
is
largely
deterministic and heavily influenced by the commanders on
either side. The identification of these sub-battles should
therefore be a matter for military judgement.

~I

I
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5.6

S.b-battles occur over a wide range of space and time. The
the easier they are to
more dispersed the main battle is,
identify. Sub-battles taking place at the same time are
independent in that weapon systems within a given sub-battle
can only engage and be engaged by other weapon systems in
the same sub-battle but weapon systems can leave one
sub-battle and join another provided that this course of
action was indicated by the model user at the beginning. The
nature of the scenario will determine the extent to which
forces flow between sub-battles.
Different initial
deployments made by the commanders will usually result in
different sets of sub-battleo and different flow patterns
between the sub-battles.
These flows can be parallel or
serial in nature ie.
forces may flow from one ongoing
sub-battle to another or stay in a sub-battle until its
completion and then join a new one at some later time. It is
possible to think of the main battle as consisting of a
network of sub-battles.

5.7

Should
careful study of the scenario reveal that the
initial
set of sub-battles chosen was likely to result in
too much restriction
by virtue of the independence
assumption,
then some of the sub-battles could be
amalgamated into larger ones. Sub-battles can range in size
from a very few to a very large number of participating
weapon systems.

Time Frames
5.8

I

A sub-battle begins with the decision to engage the enemy,
often some time after the first
opportunity to do so has
occurred
and ends either when
one of the sides is
annihilated or when the
forces can no longer engage each
other. The lifetime of a sub-battle is split
into a series
of tire
frares, each
of random duration except the last
which must be truncated in order that its end coincides with
the end of the sub-battle.

5.9 Since weapon systems can join or leave a sub-battle while
it is still
ongoing, the start of a new time frame presents
a good opportunity to update the number of participants on
each side.
This is
achieved by firstly
updating the
positions of the weapon groups by taking account of their
movement rates and the length of the previous time frame
and then comparing those new positions to the points where
they enter and leave sub-battles. This has the effect of
updating the pools of weapon systems from
which the
minibattles are sampled.

I3Ii

5.10 Within each time frame a number of minibattles take place.
As indicated above, the weapon systems taking part in these
are sampled from the pools of available weapons updated each
time frame.
5.11 Each

minibattle is

fought out until one of the sides

is

annihilated or until the pre-determined maximum duration is
reached. This maximum duration represents the effect of
"line-of-sight break and is sampled from the negative
exponential distribution as this was the distribution
followed by minibattle durations in the trials data. Should
a minibattle's maximum duration take it past the end of a
time frame, then it is truncated so that its end coincides
with that of the time frame.

5.12 The number of weapon systems taking part on each side of a
minibattle are sampled from appropriate distributions. Here,
use is
made of the earlier
data analysis where the
minibattle force sizes were found to be well described by
negative binomial distributions. The procedure is to firstly
sample a blue force size from one distribution and then to
sample a red force size from another distribution which is
conditional on the result of the blue sample. The reason
that an independent sample cannot be made for each force
size is that the value of one variable is conditional on the
value of the other as was shown in the section entitled
'Conditional Force Sizes' in Chapter 2. The distribution of
minibattle force ratios which results from this approach is
consequently very similar to tnat observed in the trials

data.
5.13 The number of minibattles occurring in each tine frame and
the number of weapon systems taking part in each one
obviously hnlps determine the amount of firing activity
taking place. It is known from the data analysis that not
all of the weapon systems still
alive on the battlefield
will take an active part in the fighting - in fact a very
significant proportion of them will not, especially among
the attackers. Part of this phenomenon can be explained by
the nature of the terrain denying some weapon systems
inter-visibility with the enemy. Much of it,
however, must
be attributed to the tactics presumabely adopted by most of
the attackers of heading for their objective as fast as
possible either without stopping at all or stopping only to
fire from the short halt when spotting an enemy firing
signature. Whatever the reason for this 'under activity', it
is clear that to model a battle under the assumption that

every weapon system whi;c can take part ijill take part is
unrealistic. Extending control over how much firing activity
occurs in the model can be done in several ways. The mathod
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that has been chosen is to sample the number of minibattles
occurring in any given time frame. The maximum number of
minibattles which can occur in a time frame is simply equal
to the number of weapon systems belonging to the smaller of
the two pools of available weapons (there is one pool for
the attacker and one for the defender). So , for example, if
there were four defending weapon systems and ten attacking
weapon systems available to fight in a particular time
frame, the maximum number of minibattles which could occur
would be four - each involving just one defender. Naturally,
there could be any number up to four with any number of
combatants on each side as long as the total number of
"participating defenders did not exceed four and the total
number of participating attackers did not exceed ten. The
number of minibattles is then sampled from the uniform
distribution Vith a lower bound of zero and an upper bound
given by the maximum number possible. Force sizes for these
minibattles are then obtained by random sampling, obviously
with the same constraints on the total numbers involved.
5.14

The time frame lengths are sampled from
the uniform
distribution with a minimum of two minutes and a maximum of
three minutes. This seemed reasonable since they have to be
short enough to allow sufficient updating of the weapon
systems' positions and hence of the weapon systems available
and be long enough to have a few minibattles start and
finish at random times within them, though obviously these
minibattles may overlap one another since they will not have
any weapon systems in common.

5.15 Any weapon systems killed in a minibattle are removed from
further consideration. The survivors at the end of one time
frame are free to be sampled in future minibattles in future
time frames until they leave the sub-battle. Hence weapon
systems

jump

from

minibattle

to

minibattle

in

'

random

manner within a sub-battle but their movement between the
sub-battles is controlled at a higher deterministic level.
Figure

5.1

illustrates

the

relationships

sub-battler, time frames and minibattles.

between

Attrition in Minibattles

5.16 Once the force sizes in each minibattle within a particular
time frame have been established, the individual weapon
systems taking part in each one are randomly selected from
the available weapons pools for that time frame.
Each
minibattle is then rosolved in turn.
For minibattles
consisting of just one weapon system on each side,
an
attrition routine based on one-on-one duels is chosen but
for all other sizes of minibattle,
an attrition
routine
based on inter-kill times is currently employed.
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5.17

The scenario information which the model needs to run is
provided by three input files. These files
are created by
the model user running set-up programs beforehand. The three
files contain three separate types of information
1) weapon system characteristics
2)

composition of weapon groups

3)

force deployments

5.18 Each set-up program asks the model user questions about one
of the above areas.
The file
on weapon system
characteristics includes such information as single shot
kill
probabilities, firing rates, ranges,etc. The weapon
systems are gathered into groups and each group consists of
a number of weapon systems of the same type and having the
same deployment.
The second file
contains information
regarding the size of each weapon group and the specific
weapon systcms which comprise them. The third file
contains
the positions taken up by the blue defending forces and the
attack paths followed by the red forces.
5.19 Positional information is entered in the form of six-figure
map references. Map squares ikm by 1km are assumed. The
defending forces are assumed to be static although they may
start
somewhere else and then move up to their intended
deployment. The attackers are assumed to follow a number of
different routes and these are described by straight lines
connecting together a number of waypoints. The co-ordinates
of these waypoints are entered along with the group's
starting time. Some groups will follow the same route but
with a time lag between them. The model calculates the time
that each of the waypoints is reached by each group by
considering the distances involved and the seeds of the
groups.
output Files
5.20 The model is
stochastic
in nature and therefore requires a
large number of replications for each scenario before useful
results are obtained.
5.21 Important summary information such as the number of wins
achieved by each side and the mean number of surivors on
each side ar sen•t to one output file. Information regarding
the outcomes of each individual replication are sent to a
separate output file.

I.3.
~1

V.

CONCLUSION

=

REC01O1ENDATIONS

Data 'Analvsis
6.1

6.2

6.3

It
has been shown how the data analysis undertaken in both
this
study and the previous one CC] helped lay the
foundations for the development of a combat model based on
the concept of battle decomposition. In order to make the
model more generally applicable, however, a wider range of
data is required. More combat trials
data including specific
information on terrain, force posture and force deployments
as well as data on trials
with different initial
force
ratios (not just
three to one)
would help both in
determining relationships between scenario parameters and
decomposition parameters and in verifying the prototype
model.

.•

The analysis of force activity levels has shown that it is
not safe for a model to assume that simply because a weapon
system has inter-visibility with enemy weapon systems, it
carn be included in the attrition process until it is killed.
The number of weapon systems actively involved in the firing
process (and hence in the attrition
process) at any given
time is often much less than the number of weapon systems
available to take part.
Some

other areas which have been suggested

for possible

future analysis include the following [K)
a) The effect of C3 on minibattles.
b) The effect of artillery on minibattles.
c) Factors affecting the start and end of minibattles.
d) The effect of human factors on minibattles.
e) The relationship between organizational hierarchies and
the weapons involved in minibattles.
f)

Explicit information on unengaged weapon systems.

g) Historical
investigation of the
temporal-organizational decomposition.

higher

level spatio-

h) The use o~f Petri nets to model battle evolution.
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6.4

i.

While detailed
testing
in
order to verify the prototype
model's output may result in changes to some of the model's
internal parameters, it is not envisaged that there will be
It
may be
any major changes to the model's structure.
possible, however, to somehow relate parameters such as the
mean minibattle duration to measures of exposure such as the
'In View' and 'Out of View' distributions which can in turn
be estimated from scenario parameters (L].

Attrition Methodologies
6.5

There are currently two attrition routines incorporated in
the model, both of which are stochastic in nature. One is
the simulation version of the one-on-one stochastic duel
model 'MATADOR',
modified to include a time limit to the
duel while the other - used for all
other sizes of
minibattle - is a method based on generating kill times. It
is planned to include additional,
alternative attrition
routines in the future.

6.6

It had been hopeu to include stochastic duel models
for
the resolution of attrition
in minibattles up to the
two-on-two level. However,
it
appears that the analytic
models available do not yet contain two features which we
regard as important in the modelling of minibattle
attrition. These are a maximum time limit for the engagement
and a dependence of the attackers' firing time distribution
on that of the defenders when the defenders are concealed.
The intention was to use these models as pre-processors,
providing the probabilities of all the various outcomes from
which individual minibattle outcomes could have been
directly sampled.
This would have made the model much
faster.

6.7

This approach is still
possible if detailed simulations up
to the two-on-two level are used as pre-processors instead
of the analytic models. This would lead to more time being
spent on pre-processing as a large number of replications
would be rquired for each size of minibattle and for each
new scenario. The time that it would take to design and
develop these small-scale simulation models would be
considerably less than that required to incorporate the
necessary additional features in existing analytic models,
however.

6.8

It
is
envisaged that another attrition routine such as the
one based on inter-kill times would still
be required for
larger minibattles otherwise too much time would be spent on
the pre-processing task. Alternatively, some fast analytic
solution to few-on-few minibattles may yet be discovered
S~worthwhile.which, if fast enough, would make the extra pre-processing
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B~tattl
6.9

Stucture
The model imparts a much more explicit structure on a main
battle than most other combat models do. It decomposes such
a battle into two lower levels.

6.10 The first
level involves the model user in identifying a
suitable set of sub-battles to represent the main battle.
The main battle can then be thought of as consisting of a
network of these sub-battles with suitable force flows
taking place between them. This first
level decomposition is
deterministic in nature, being the product of known high
level factors such as force deployments, terrain and the
tactics employed by either side.
Ideally,
it
should be
determined with the use of military judgement.
6.11 At the second level, each of the sub-battles is decomposed
into a number of minibattles.
The duration of each
sub-battle is split
into a series of randomly sampled time
frames and within each time frame a number of independent
minibattles occur.
The second level decomposition is
stochastic in nature and utilises the results of the earlier
data analysis.
6.12 This proposed structure emphasises that a main battle is
characterised by high level order - the nature of which is
largely determined by the interaction of the two force
commanders' decisions - and low level disorder where a host
of random elements come into play. These random elements are
difficult to account for without performing large numbers of
rtplications and examining the distribution of results.
6.13 At the very least, the model provides a framework to examine
and discuss various concepts related to battle structure and
decomposition.
Data Input

6.14 At present the model reads the input information it needs to
run from three separate input files
created beforehand by
the model user. Much of this information is positional data
entered by the user in
the form of six-figure grid
references.
TVaae are obtained Dy studying a map of the
proposed battlefield with the intended force deployments
marked on it.
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6.15 The entry of this information would be considerably enhanced
if instead of reading positions from a map and then entering
these at the keyboard, the user
could deploy groups of
forces directly onto a digitised map of the battlefield
appearing on his VDU. This would be achieved with the use of
a 'mouse'.
Such a graphical representation would also aid
the user in identifying an appropriate set of sub-battles
for the scenario being considertid.
6.16 rurthermore,
since many scenazios will feature the same
weapon systems or at least have some in common, it would be
worthwhile creating a small database of weapon systems and
their characteristics. This w~y only the types of weapon
systems participating in a particular scenario would have to
be entered directly by the uber and all
of their relevant
attributes would be fed automatically from the database to
the model.
Widening the Scoge of the Model
6.17 It is recommended that in order to consider more complex
scenarios, some additional features - not all related to the
study of battle decomposition - are included in the model,
such as the effects of artillery.
Currently this could
simply be estimated by some rule of thumb or be calculated
in more detail by some indirect fire model, before passing
on the reduced starting forces to the decomposition model.
Clearly it would be easier if only one model had to be
considered.
Another battlefield
effect not currently
accounted for which could be included in the future is that
of minefields.
6.18 The role of attack helicoptera on the battlefield seems
likely to assume increasing prominence in the future. With
this in mind, their future incorporation in the model would
provide a useful enhancement. The precise nature of their
representation,however - whether or not they could somehow
be included in the decomposition process,
for example requires a great deal of consideration. Data from combat
trials
involving helicopters in the battle would undoubtedly
help.
Parallel Processinp
6.19 The model's structure has parallel aspects to it at both the
sub-battle and ininibattle levels. Such a structure should
make it amenable to the technology of parallel processing. A
number of sub-battles or a number of minibattles could then
be processed simultaneously, thus reducing the time taken
for each replication. It is recommended that the feasibility
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of such an approach be investigated with
developing a parallel version of the model.
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APPENDIX

General Information
A.1

The Battle Decomposition Model is a direct fire model of
combat intended for use up to and including the Blue Battle
Group / Red Regiment level.
It
has been developed as a
result of research into the fragmented nature of combat and
is intended to permit the testing of various hypotheses
concerning the structure of the direct fire battle.
No
provision has yet been made for the inclusion of indirect
fire effects. This is partly because the series of combat
trials
which provided the data for the study ignored the
indirect
fire
element but is
also to allow more
straightforward comparisons with other direct fire models
(or the direct fire components of models which contain both
direct and indirect fire.)

A.2

The model has been written in FORTRAN 77 on an IBM compatible PC (Research Machines Nimbus VX) under the MS-DOS
operating system (Version 3.2). This PC contains an Intel
80386 processor and a maths co-processor.
These are
recommended for fast running of the model.

Inputting Data
A.3

The model has been compiled as a number of separate modules.
The first
three modules (WEAPON.FOR,
GROUP.FOR and
DEPLOY.FOR) are concerned with the input data which must be
provided by the user in order to run the model. After the
user has answered a series of questions, three separate
input files are created which the model accesses later.
These input files still
exist after the model has finished
running so if the user wishes to run the model at a later
date with the same scenario information, he simply enters
the names of the relevant input files when asked.

A.4

As the names of the modules imply, the first
input file is
concerned with weapon system characteristics; the second
with the composition of weapon groups, and the third with
force deployments. These will be discussed in turn.

A-I
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A.5

When creating
information is

a new weapon
required

systems

file,

the

following

1. A file
name - this should not exceed 6 characters and
will be automatically appended with the file
extension
'.WEP'.
2. The number of red and blue weapon types - up to a maximum
of 5 on each side.
3. The firing rates
blue weapon type.

in

rounds per minute of each red and

4. The single shot kill probabilities for every firer-target
combination.
A.6

When creating a new groups file, the following information
is required
1. A file
name - this
should not exceed 6 characters and
will be automatically appended with the file
extension
'.GRP'.
2. The number of red and blue groups. A group consists of a
number of weapon systems of the same type moving together
along the same route at the same time. The maximum number of
groups allowed is 30 for red and 20 for blue.
3. Default numbering for groups (Y/N). If the user answers
'yes' to this question for both sides, then the groups will
be referred to as group 1, group 2,
... , group n for one
side and group 1, group 2,
... ,group m for the other side
where there are n groups on one side and m groups on the
other side. If some other numbering system is required, the
user should answer 'no' to the question and then indicate
the numbers by which he wants each of the groups in turn
referred to.
The largest number which can be used to
reference a blue group is 20 and the largest number which
can be used to reference a red group is 30.
4. Default numbering for weapon systems
(Y/N). As above,
only here the largest number that can be used to reference a
blue weapon system is 50 and the largest number that can be
used to reference a red weapon system is 110. If the user
answers 'yes'
to this question, then the weapon systems in
group 1 will be referred to as weapon 1, weapon 2,
weapon nl where there are nl weapons in group 1. The weapon
systems in group 2 will be referred to as weapon nl+l,
weapon nl+2, ....
weapon nl+n2 where there are n2 weapons in
group 2, and so on for all the other groups.

A-2

5. The type of weapon system belonging to each group. This
involves entering the appropriate number between 1 and 5 for
each group.
6. The number of weapon systems belonging to each group.
maximum number allowed is 10.
A.7

When creating a new
information is required

deployment

file,

the

The

following

name - this should not exceed 6 characters and
1. A file
will be automatically appended with the file
extension
".DEP'.
2. The number of different red routes. A maximum of 20 is
allowed.
Each red group follows a route (attack path)
represented by a series of map co-ordinates connected by
straight lines. Several groups can follow the same route,
either together or with time lags between them.
Small
differences in the routes taken by different groups are
unimportant..
3. The number of waypoints for each red route. A maximum of
10 is allowed. A waypoint is a six-figure map reference used
to indicate points on the route where direction changes.
Waypoints are required for the start point of the route, the
end point of the route and any intermediate points along the
way where the route significantly changes direction. For
example,
the route shown below can be adequately
approximated by using just four waypoints.

2.

2

3
4

Figure A-1
4. The three-figure Northing and three-figure Easting for
each red waypoint. It is assumed that the map references are
with respect to 1km by 1km grid squares i.e.
tha third digit
in a reference is measured in tenths of kilometres. For
example,
the distance between the two points (000,100)
and(000l110) is ass.umd to be
k-m.
5. The number of red groups taking each route. A maximum of
30 for any one route is allowed.

A-3
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6.
The reference nunbers of the red groups taking each
particular route. These must be entered in march order i.e.
in the order that they leave the start point.
group on each route leaves the
7. The time that the first
start point. This time is measured in minutes from the start
of the scenario and is 0.0 if this movement coincides with
the start of the scenario. This obviously provides a good
way of fixing the start roints for each route.
8. The time lags between successive groups moving along the
same route. These are measured in minutes and equal 0.0 for
groups leaving the start point at the same time.
9. The average speed in km/hr of the groups on each route.
Groups travelling along the same route are assumed to be
This speed is constant
travelling at the same speed.
throughout the scenario.
10. The number of different blue routes. A maximum of 20 is
allowed. It is expected that most of the blue groups will be
in static defensive positions. For such groups a route will
consist of a single point but these must be included in the
figure for the total number of routes. Blue groups may start
elsewhere and move up to their final positions but they will
not be included in any fighting until reaching them.
11. The number of waypoints for each blue route. A maximum
of 10 is allowed.
12. The three-figure Northing and three-figure Easting for
each blue waypoint. The remarks made at (3.) apply here ao
well.
13. The number of blue groups taking each route. A maximum
of 20 for any one route is allowed.
14. The reference numbers of the blue groups at each static
location or on each route.
15. The time that each static group is in position ready to
start
point.
fight and that each moving group leaves its
Both of these times are measured in minutes from the start
of the scenario.
This must be decided by
16.
The number of sub-battles.
examining a map showing the proposed deployments marked on
it.
number
.17. The
sub-battle.
18.

of

blue

goupr, taking

The reference numbers of these blue groups.

A-4

part

in

each

19.

The

number of sub-battles that groups on each red route

will be involved in.
20.

Which sub-battles these are for each red route.

21. The points along each route where the leading group
joins each sub-battle. As each route consists of a number of
legs, each of the entry points is entered as a leg of the
route and the fraction of that leg completed when the entry
point is reached.
22.
The points along each route where the leading group
leaves each sub-battle. Similarly, each of these is entered
as a leg of the route and the fraction of that leg completed
when the exit point is reached.
23.
Are the the entry and exit points of all
the other
groups on the same route the same as those of the leading
group ? (Y/N)
24. If
not then the entry and exit points of all the other
groups on the route must be entered as well.

*
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Getting Started
A.8

After typing 'BDM',
These are as follows
1.
2.
3.
4.

the user currently has four options.

Create a new weapon systems file
Create a new weapon groups file
Create a new deployment file
Run the model

The model can only run if the data files corresponding to
the first
three options above have already been created. If
a completely new situation is to be studied, new data files
will have to be created but sometimes it will be appropriate
to use previously created files eg. if
exactly the same
group composition is going to be used again or exactly the
same weapon systems with no change in
any of tho
characteristics.
Creating a New Weapon Systems Data File
A.9 When creating a new weapon systems data file, the following
questions are asked. (The answers shown here relate to the
example.)
Enter output file name (up to 6 characters)
TEST
Enter number of blue weapon types
3

(up to 5)

Enter firing rate in rnds/min of blue weapon type 1
3
Enter firing rate in rnds/min of blue weapon type 2
2
Enter firing rate in rnds/min of blue weapon type 3
0
Enter number of red weapon types (up to 5)
1
Enter firing rate in rnds/min of red weapon type 1
2
Enter Single Shot Kill Probability of blue weapon type 1
against red weapon type 1
0.22

1|Ai

nn

Enter Single Shot Kill Probability of blue weapon type 2
against red weapor type 1
0.25
Enter Single Shot Kill Probability of blue weapon type 3
against red weapon type 1
0
Enter Single Shot Kill Probability of red weapon type 1
against blue weapon type 1
0.04
-Enter Single Shot Kill Probability of red weapon type 1
against blue weapon type 2
0.02

J

Enter Single Shot Kill Probability of red weapon type 1
against blue weapon type 3
0.03
Creating a New Weapon Groups File
A.10 When creating a new weapon groups data file, the following
questions are asked. (The answers shown here relate to the
example.)
Enter output file name (up to 6 characters)
TEST
Enter number of blue groups (up to 20)
6
Do you want default numbering for the groups ie. the group
reference numbers to run from 1 to the number of blue
groups? (Y/N)
Do you want default numbering for the blue weapons ie. the
weapon reference numbers to run from 1 to the number of blue
weapons? (Y/N)
Y
Weapon type of blue group 1
1
How many weapon systems are in group 1 ? (up to 10)
4
Weapon type of blue group 2
1
How many weapon systems are in

group 2 ? (up to 10)

j
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Weapon type of blue group 3
2
How many weapon systems are in group 3 ? (up to 30)
2
Weapon type of blue group 4
2

*

How many weapon systems are in group 4 ? (up to 10)
2
-Weapon type of blue group 5
How many weapon systems are in group 5 ? (up to 10)
1
Weapon type of blue group 6
3
How many weapon systems are in group 6 ? (up to 10)
2
Enter number of red groups (up to 30)
3

Do you want default numbering for the groups ie. the group
reference numbers to run from 1 to the number of red groups?
(YIN)
Y
Do you want default numbering for the red weapons ie. the
weapon reference numbers to run from 1 to the number of red
weapons? (Y/N)
Y

Weapon type of red group 1
1
How many weapon systems are in group 1 (up to 20)
10
Weapon type of red group 2
1
How many weapon systems are in group 1 (up to 20)
10
Weapon type of red group 3

1

How many weapon systems are in group 1 (up to 20)
10
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Creating a New Deoloyment Fijle
A.11 When creating a new deployment data file,
the following
questions are asked. (The answers shown here relate to the
example.)
Enter output file name (up to 6 characters)
TEST
Enter number of different red routes (up to 20)
2
Enter number of waypoints for route 1
start & end points)
6

(up to 10 including

Enter three-figure Northing of waypoint 1
804
Enter three-figure Easting of waypoint 1
481
Enter three-figure Northing of waypoint 2
793
Enter three-figure Easting of waypoint 2
473
Enter three-figure Northing of waypoint 3
780
Enter three-figure Easting of waypoint 3
472
Enter three-figure Northing of waypoint 4
772
Enter three-figure Easting of waypoint 4
470
Enter three-figure Northing of waypoint 5
771
Enter three-figure Easting of waypoint 5
465
Enter three-figure Northing of waypoint 6
747
Enter three-figure Easting of waypoint 6
468
How many red groups take this route ?

"1

".1
It .. ..

Enter their reference numbers in march order
2
Enter time in minutes that group 2 leaves its
0

starting point

Enter average speed in km/h of groups on route 1
6
Enter number of waypoints
start & end points)
5

for route 2

(up to 10 including

-Enter three-figure Northing of waypoint 1
800
Enter three-figure Easting of waypoint 1
483
Enter three-figure Northing of waypoint 2
780
Enter three-figure Easting of waypoint 2
472
Enter three-figure Northing of waypoint 3
772
Enter three-figure Easting of waypoint 3
470
Enter three-figure Northing of waypoint 4
771
Enter three-figure Easting of waypoint 4
465
Enter three-figure Northing of waypoint 5
747
Enter three-figure Easting of waypoint 5
468
How many red groups take this route ?
2

Enter their reference numbers in march order
3
1
Enter time in minutes that group 3 leaves its
0

starting point

Enter time in minutes that group 1 leaves its
3

starting point
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Enter average speed in km/h of groups on route 2
6
Enter number of different blue routes (up to 20)
Note that a static group has a route consisting of 1 point.
5
Enter number of waypoints
start & end points)
1

for route 1 (up to 10 including

Enter three-figure Northing of waypoint 1

"766

Enter three-figure Easting of waypoint 1
477
How many blue groups take this route ?
1

Enter their reference numbers in march order
Enter time in minutes that group 1 is
0
Enter number of waypoints
start & end points)
1

in position

for route 2 (up to 10 including

Enter three-figure Northing of waypoint 1
766
Enter three-figure Easting of waypoint 1
454
How many blue groups take this route ?
1
Enter their reference numbers in march order
2
Enter time in minutes that group 2 is
0

in position

Enter number of waypoints for route 3
start & end points)
1

(up to 10 including

Enter three-figure Northing of waypoint 1
763

;}

Enter three-figure Easting of waypoint 1
462

A-1
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How many blue groups take this route ?
1
Enter their reference numbers in march order
3

S~0

Enter time in minutes that group 3 is

in position

Enter number of waypoints for route 4 (up to 10 including
start & end points)
I
Enter three-figure Northing of waypoint 1
774
Enter three-figure Easting of waypoint 1
458
How many blue groups take this route ?
1
Enter their reference numbers in march order
4
Enter time in minutes that group 4 is
0

in position

Enter number of waypoints for route 5
start & end points)
1

(up to 10 including

Enter three-figure Northing of waypoint 1
764
Enter three-figure Easting of waypoint 1
471
iHow many blue groups take this route ?
2
Enter their reference numbers in march order
5
6

*

Enter time in minutes that group 5 is
0

in position

Enter time in minutes that group 6 is
0

in position

Enter number of sub-battles
2
Enter number of blue groups in sub-battle 1
V3

"A-12

Enter reference numbers of these groups
2
3
4
Enter number of blue groups in sub-battle 2
Enter reference numbers of these groups
1
5
6
How many sub-battles will red groups on route 1 be involved
in?
2
which ones are they ?

I

2
Enter leg of route 1 where red group 2 enters sub-battle 1
3
Enter fraction of leg completed for the point where this
group enters the sub-battle
0.1
Enter leg of route 1 where red group 2 leaves sub-battle 1
5
Enter fraction of leg completed
group leaves the sub-battle
0.4

for the point where this

Enter leg of route 1 where red group 2 enters sub-battle 2
5
Enter fraction of lag completed
group enters the sub-battle
0.4

for the point where

this

Enter lag of route 1 where red group 2 leav,,s sub-battle 2
5
Enter fraction of leg completed
group leaves the sub-battle
0.8

for the point where this

How many sub-battles will red groups on route 2 be Involved
in ?
2
Which ones are they ?
1
2

A- 13
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Enter leg of route 2 where red group 3 enters sub-battle 1
2
Enter fraction of leg completed
group enters the sub-battle
0..
.

for the point where this

Enter leg of route 2 where red group 3 leaves sub-battle 1
4
Enter fraction of leg completed
group leaves the sub-battle
0.4

for the point where

this

Are the sub-battle entry and exit points the same for all
the other red groups on this route ? (YIN)
Y
Enter leg of route 2 where red group 3 enters sub-battle 2
4
Enter fraction of leg completed
group enters the sub-battle
0.4

I.

for the point where

this

Enter leg of route 2 where red group 3 leaves sub-battle 2
4
Enter fraction of leg completed
group leaves the sub-battle
0.8

for the point where this

Are the sub-battle entry and exit points the same for all
the other red groups on this route ? (Y/N)
Y

fRunning the Model
A.12 Once

the option

to

run the model

has been selected,

following questions are asked. Typical answers are shown.
Enter number of replications
500

(up to 1000)

Enter minibattle sampling mode (1 or 2)
1
Enter mean minibattle duration in minutes
1.25
Enter minimum time frame duration
2.o

A-14

the

Enter maximum time frame duration
3.0

Do you want the default
distribution ? (Y/N)

values

for

red

Y

Enter name of weapons file
TEST
Enter name of groups file
TEST
"Enter name of deployment file
TEST
Enter name of output file (up to 6 characters)
OUT1
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force

size

29cenario ExamleI
A.13 This example represents a fairly typical scenario and shows
how the previous sample inputs to the data files were
derived.
A.14 The
situation is that a Red tank battalion consisting of
thirty MBTs is pushing South. A Blue combat team consisting
of two tank platoons, two ATGW sections and an HQ Group of
one MBT and two APCS has been tasked with denying the enemy
"penetration South through a wooded pass which appears to be
Red's immediate objective. The deployments of the two forces
are shown in Figure A-2 below.
2 Co.
I Co.

3 Co.

GW56
HQ
Troop 24
GW 51

Troop 23

OBJECTIVE

Figure A-2
Weapon System~s

V

A.15 There are four different types of weapon system taking part
in this scenario - one belonging to the Red side and the
other three belonging to the Blue side. As the different
weapon types must be identified by a number, it would seem
reasonable to designate the Red MBT as Red weapon type 1,
the Blue MBT as Blue weapon type 1, the Blue ATGW as Blue

wA-16

weapon type 2 and the Blue APC as Blue weapon type
Characteristics of each of these weapon types would
entered into the weapon systems data file.

3.
be

Weapon Groups
A.16

Every weapon system is assigned to a group.
Groups are
composed of weapons of the same type, travelling together
along the same route. In this scenario, each Red company
consists of 10 MBTs travelling together so there are 3 Red
groups which will be numbered from 1 to 3 for reference
purposes.
As the Red companies are already known as
Companies 1, 2 and 3, it is logical for group 2 to equate
with 1 Company, etc.

A.17 On the Blue side, 6 groups can be identified. These will be
referred to as Blue groups 1 to 6 and are made up as
follows. Troop 23 which contains 4 MBTs (i.e. 4 Blue type 1
weapons) will be known as Blue group 2. Troop 24 which also
contains 4 MBTs will be known as Blue group 2. GW Section 51
which contains 2 ATGW (i.e.
2 Blue type 2 weapons'
%ill be
known as Blue group 3. GW Section 56 which also ,z.
:.ains
2
ATGW will be known as Blue group 4. The Blue HQ
ttains 1
MBT and 2 APCs, and so has to be split
into two groups as
different weapon types are not allowed in the same group.
The MBT (i.e.
1 Blue type 1 weapon) will be known as Blue
group 5 and the APCs (i.e.
2 Blue type 3 weapons) will be
known as Blue group 6. The compositions of these weapon
groups would be entered into the weapon groups data file.
Deployment
A.18 It is evident from Figure
A-2 that there are only two Red
attack routes - one taken by 2 Company and one taken by 3
Company and I Company. These routes will be referred to as
Red routes 1 and 2, respectively. Route 1 has six waypoints
(including start
and end points) while route 2 has five
waypoints.
Four of these waypoints are common to both
routes. The grid references of each waypoint are obtained
from the map of the area.
A.19

The Blue defence is static and all of the groups are in
different locations apart from groups 5 and 6. Consequently,
there are five Blue routes, each consisting of a single
point. Again, the grid references of each Blue location are
obtained from the map.

A-i17
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A.20 When there is more than one group on a particular route e.g.
1, and these groups are travelling in a
Red groups 1
en when asked to enter the groups in march
definite order,
order, the lead.,
group must be entered first,
followed by
the next leading ;roup and so on. The time lags between the
groups will then be entered in the same order. If groups
leave together along the same route, however, then the order
of entry is unimportant and there is no time lag between
The routes taken by the various groups and the
them.
positional information would be entered in the deployment
data file.

A.21 The number and composition of the sub-battles will depend on
the orders that each side has. Details of when different
groups join and leave will also depend on the speeds of
attacking groups and the ranges of the various weapon types.
In this example, it will be assumed that the movement orders
are as shown in Figure A-2 and that Blue groups 2, 3 and 4
(i.e.
Troop 24, GW 51 and GW 56) have been ordered to open
fire when the first
Red company comes into range.
Blue
groups 1, 5 and 6 (i.e. Troop 23 and the two HQ groups) must
wait until the enemy has reached a certain point along its
route before opening fire. The Blue groups' positions are
such that when the enemy leaves the line-of-sight of Blue
groups 2,
3 and 4,
they almost immediately enter the
line-of-sight of Blue groups 1, 5 and 6. At this time, they
are also within range of Blue groups 1, 5 and 6.
A.22 Consequently,
two separate sub-battles can be distinguished
from this example. The first
one involves Blue groups 2, 3
and 4 and all three Red groups while the second one involves
Blue groups 1, 5 and 6 and the survivors of the three Red
groups from the first
sub-battle. The first
sub-battle will
begin when Blue decides to open fire. This will coincide
with Red reaching a favourable position for Blue.
This
position will be referred to as the point where the leading
Red group joins the sub-battle. Instead of entering grid
references for the position, it is simpler to enter the leg
of the red route which it lies on, followed by the fraction
of the way along the leg where the 'entry point' is located.
The same procedure is used to define 'exit points' where Red
groups leave sub-batttles. A Red group leaves a sub-battle
when it can no longer be engaged by the defending Blue
forces taking part in that sub-battle either because there
is no longer a line-of-sight or because the Red group has
passed out of range.
A.23 In this example,

*

Red groups I and 3 enter sub-Battle 1 (SBI)

C[
A-..8

L

All

on the 2nd leg of their route at a point 0.4 of the way
along that leg. Red group 2 enters SB at the same point but
route,
this point
has an extra leg on its
since it
corresponds to 0.4 of the way along the 3rd leg of this
route. All three groups also leave SBI and join SB2 at the
same point. For Red groups 1 and 3, this corresponds to 0.4
of the way along the 4th leg of their route and for Red
group 2, it corresponds to 0.4 of the way along the 5th leg
of its route. Groups 1 and 2 then leave SB2, 0.8 of the way
along leg 4 and group 3 leaves SB2, 0.8 of the way along leg
5.
A.24

If the different Blue groups taking part in a particular
sub-battle all begin engaging the enemy at the same time,
If different groups are
then that time can be set to 0.
expected to enter the sub-battle at different times,
however, the entry time of the earliest group should be set
to 0 and the times of the other groups set relative to that
time.

A-I9
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runs are presented in Table A-i.
A.25 The results of some trial
The scenario considered here is the one depicted earlier.
Although the scenario details are the same in each case, a
few of the model parameters were varied in order to see the
effect that these would have on some output measures of
interest such as the mean number of survivors on each side
and the mean fractional exchange ratio (F.E.R.). Each model
run comprised 500 replications.
A.26

The input parameter (x REP) controls the shape of the
geometric distribution pdf describing the red force size
The blue force size
in
minibattles.
distribution
distribution was not varied. Maximum minibattle durations
were sampled from the negative exponential distribution and
the mean of this distribution is another input parameter
that was varied. Finally, different values for the minimum
and maximum time frame lengths were considered.

A.27

All of the other parameters in Table A-1 are output
parameters. The input force ratio is the ratio of red weapon
systems to blue weapon systems that are available to take
part at the start of a minibattle. The output force ratio is
the ratio of red weapon systems to blue weapon systems that
did take part in that minibattle where taking part is
defined as either firing or being fired at. Prvdictably,
both of these force ratios increased as the red force size
distribution waz gradually shifted to higher mean values.
However, the output force ratio increased at a slower rate
than the input force ratio. Also cc be expected was the
reduction in the mean number of minibattles with increasing
time frame length since only one set of minibattlas are
generated for each time frame.
If
a more thorough
investigation of the proportions of time spent involved in
actual fighting shows that the distribution and number of
minibattles produced by the model is inadequate then the
relevant model parameters will have to be altered.

A.28 Figure A-3 shows a typical network of minibattles. Obviously
this represents a single replication and each replication
will result in a slightly different network dependent on the
precise nature of the flow of forces each time. The directed
arrows show the direction
of force flows between
minibattles. Links are drawn between successive minibattles
having at least one weapon system in common. If one or more
weapon systems are taking part in a minibattle for the first
time, this is indicated by a directed arrow entering the top
of the minibattle node.
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